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1 Introduction

How are abstract (morpho)syntactic structures realized as linear
phonological sequences?

• Is there a serial derivation separating (at least) morphology and
phonology, or are morphological and phonological calculations
made simultaneously?

• How/when do affixes get to be infixes? Are infixes prefixes and
suffixes gone astray, or are they infixes through and through?

We’ll investigate interactions between two interface phenomena, (i)
allomorphy and (ii) infixation, to shed light on these questions:

• Evidence for ordered derivations that are cyclic (begin from
the most embedded morpheme, and apply in cycles).

• Evidence that infixes are prefixes/suffixes (linearized as
preceding/following their stem) that later go astray.

1.1 The phenomena at hand

• Infixation: The appearance of an affix inside of the stem it
combines with rather than linearly concatenated with it

(1) Leti nominalization (Blevins 1999)

a. kasi ‘to dig’ (V); -ni- nomzn

→ k<ni>asi ‘act of digging’ (N)

1Thank you to Byron Ahn, Jonathan Bobaljik, Florian Lionnet, Nik Rolle,
Hannah Sande, and Sam Zukoff, and to audiences at MIT, AIMM 2019, McGill’s
Parameters Workshop, UPenn’s FMART, Nanolab, and NYU.

• Suppletive allomorphy: Multiple replacive exponents of a
morpheme, distributed based on its phonological,2 morphosyn-
tactic, and/or lexical environment

(2) Some English pl exponents:

a. pl → -ren / child (child/children)
b. pl → -∅ / {fish,deer,moose,...} (fish/fish)
c. pl → -s / elsewhere (cat/cats)

• Morphophonological allomorphy: Multiple phonological
alternants of an exponent, distributed based on its phonologi-
cal, morphosyntactic, and/or lexical environment

– Not predictable given a language’s general phonology

(3) Some English root alternants in pl environments:

a. leaf → leav / pl (leaf/leaves)
b. hou[s]e → hou[z]e / pl (hou[s]e/hou[z]es)

• Surface allomorphy: Multiple phonological alternants of an
exponent, distributed based on its phonological environment

– Predictable (for the most part) from a language’s phonology

(4) English pl /-z/ alternants:

a. [-s] / voiceless non-sibilant (cat[s])
b. [-@z] / sibilant (hors[@z])
c. [-z] / elsewhere (dog[z])

2Scheer (2016) has argued that the only “true” phonologically-conditioned
suppletive allomorphy (PCSA) is non-melodic, i.e., is based on higher-level fac-
tors like syllable structure, stress, and sonority; he proposes that all apparent
cases of melodic PCSA are analyzable without true allomorphy (without sep-
arate phonological representations for the lexical item). As we will see, my
sample contains two counterexamples to this generalization, from Bahnar and
Hunzib, which are notably not good candidates for a Scheer-style re-analysis
because the suppletive exponents have a different positional status (one infixal,
one not). I will therefore not adopt Scheer’s more restricted view of PCSA here,
though I will note that none of my overall findings hinges on just Bahnar and
Hunzib. Thank you to Michal Starke for bringing Scheer 2016 to my attention.
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1.2 Previous work on allomorphy and infixation

• Crosslinguistic studies on the behavior of these phenomena:

– Allomorphy: Carstairs 1987, Paster 2006, Bobaljik 2012

– Infixation: Ultan 1975, Moravcsik 1977, Yu 2007

• Most investigations of (suppletive) allomorphy are studies at
the morphology/syntax interface

– E.g., Bobaljik 2000, Embick 2010, Deal and Wolf 2017,
Gribanova and Harizanov 2017 (cf. Kager 1996, Paster 2006)

• Investigations of infixation concern themselves mainly with the
morphology/phonology interface

– E.g., McCarthy and Prince 1993a,b, Hyman and Inkelas
1997, Blevins 1999, Klein 2005, Yu 2007

• Some holistic morpho(phono)logical theories cover both infix-
ation and allomorphy, and make different sorts of claims about
how they are related:

– Infixation & allomorphy universally occur simultaneously
(McCarthy and Prince 1993a,b)

– Infixation & allomorphy universally occur in a fixed order
(Embick 2010, Bye and Svenonius 2012)

– The relationship between infixation and allomorphy is
variable (Wolf 2008)

→ To my knowledge, the predictions made by all the aforemen-
tioned works as to how allomorphy and infixation should

interact have gone unexplored/untested.

1.3 Current project: Allomorphy × Infixation

Empirical scope: 29 languages

• Allomorphy of infixes — 26 languages in the sample

• Allomorphy around infixes — 3 languages in the sample

A. Allomorphy of infixes

– E.g., Nominalization in Bahnar (Mon-Khmer, S. Vietnam;
Banker 1964, Banker et al. 1979)

(5) Suppletive allomorphs of the nominalizer

a. bơ- / m (prefixal on m-initial stems)

b. -ơn- / elsewhere (linearizes after first C)

(6) a. muih ‘to make a field in the woods’
→ bơ-muih ‘a field in the woods’ (5a)

b. tăr ‘to weave’
→ t<ơn>ăr ‘woven bamboo’ (5b)

c. krŏu ‘to poison fish’
→ k<ơd>rŏu ‘fish poison’ ∼(5b), nb. *nr

B. Allomorphy around infixes

– E.g., Verbs in Turoyo (Neo-Aramaic, Turkey; Kalin 2018)

(7) a. n@šq

kiss.impf

-o
-Bf.sg

-∅
-S3

-lle
-L3PL

‘she kisses them’ (Jastrow 1993:133)

b. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-i
-Bpl

-ut
-S2pl

-nne
-L3PL

‘you (pl) catch them’ (ibid:135)

c. z@bt
˙catch.impf

-i
-Bpl

-ut
-S2pl

<wa>
<pst>

-nne
-L3PL

‘you (pl) used to catch them’ (ibid:135)

The overall picture that has emerged: Each of these types of inter-
actions displays consistent and systematic characteristics.

⇒ Allomorphy and infixation interact in a constrained, uni-
versal way that should inform our understanding of the
syntax/morphology-phonology interface

Today’s agenda: §2 case studies; §3 larger sample; §4 implications
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2 Case studies of allomorphy × infixation

2.1 Case study 1: Hunzib (NE Caucasian; Dagestan)

Basic morphophonology (van den Berg 1995):

• (C)V(C) syllables; stress usually on penultimate vocalic mora

• A few relevant phonotactic constraints on vowels

– Vowel length is contrastive for all vowel qualities, but /aa/
is by far the most common long vowel

– Long vowels may occur via morphological concatenation

– But, long vowels can only surface in stressed syllables

– Sequences of non-identical vowels are not tolerated

• Rich verbal morphology (class prefixes, der. and infl. suffixes)

Verbal plural marking (van den Berg 1995):

• ∼40% of verbs can take a verbal plural marker (indicates iter-
ativity or plurality of intransitive subject/transitive object).

(8) Suppletive allomorphs of the verbal plural marker3

a. -báa / aa (suffixal on aa-final stems)

b. -(y/w)ά- / elsewhere (linearizes before final C)

(9) Suffixal allomorph -báa (aa )

a. miyawdáa ‘mew’
→ miyawda-báa ‘mew (pl)’

b. ũcu-láa ‘hide-ap’
→ ucu-la-báa ‘hide-ap (pl)’

• The morphophonological form of the infixal allomorph is pre-
dictable based on neighboring segments in the infixed position.

→ The changes in the infix’s form are clearly phonological in
nature and in reaction to phonotactic constraints.

→ But, the “repairs” are morpheme-specific (not general)

3There are also 13 verbs that, idiosyncratically, take báa as an infix.

– A (non-exhaustive) list of the infix’s forms:

⋄ -ά- after α, (10a)

⋄ -yά- after front non-low vowels, (10b)

⋄ -wά- after non-front non-low vowels, (10c)

⋄ -á- between consonants, (10d)

(10) Morphophonological alternants of infix -(y/w)ά-

a. αhu ‘take’
→ α<ά>hu ‘take (pl)’

b. ek’e ‘burn’
→ e<yά>k’e ‘burn (pl)’

c. k’ok’o ‘be ill’
→ k’o<wά>k’e ‘be ill (pl)’4

d. 1xl@ ‘warm’
→ 1x<á>le ‘warm (pl)’

nb. The infix is underlyingly stressed.

Observations about this data:

• All allomorphs are oriented wrt the right edge of the stem.

• On optimization: Neither suppletive allomorph choice nor
the infix’s location seems optimizing.

• On timing of processes:

– Suppletive allomorph choice is surface opaque (due to V

shortening), (9); precedes stem surface phonology

– Suppletive allomorph choice is necessarily made in the
stem-final (non-infixed) position; precedes infixation.

⋄ The infix linearizes pre-final consonant, but supple-
tive allomorphy is conditioned by the final vowel.

– Morphophonological allomorphy, (10), is determined in
the infix’s surface (infixed) position; follows infixation.

4There is often neutralization of stem-final vowels in Hunzib. In the verbal
plural, stem-final [o, u, @] typically change to [e].
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2.2 Case study 2: Palauan (Austronesian; Palau)

Basic morphophonology (Josephs 1975):

• (C)(C)V(C) syllable structure

• Illegal consonant clusters are broken up by [@]-insertion

• Vowel clusters are permitted

– Depending on stress and surrounding segments, there may
be vowel assimilation, reduction, and/or glide-formation

– Long vowels cannot appear in clusters

• Rich verbal morphology, marking tense, aspect, mood, transi-
tivity, voice, stativity, agreement, etc.

• Most verbs (excluding some stative verbs) appear with a pre-
fixal “verb marker”, conditioned lexically by verb class:

(11) Suppletive allomorphs of the verb marker

a. o- / {look for, ask, begin, count, ...}

b. m- / elsewhere

Past tense marking (Josephs 1975, Embick 2010):

• The past tense marker is a left-edge infix, -il-, (12).

(12) a. kie ‘live’ b. k<il>ie ‘lived’

c. d@ngPokl ‘sit’ d. d<il>@ngPokl ‘sat’

• The past marker can combine with a verb stem bearing a VM

⇒ The past infix lodges linearly between the root and VM

(13) a. m@-lim ‘drink’ (vm-drink)
b. m-<il>lim ‘drank’ (from [ il [STEM m-lim ]])

(14) a. o-siik ‘look for’ (vm-look.for)
b. u-<l>siik ‘looked for’ (from [ il [STEM o-siik ]])

Observations about this data:

• On optimization:

– The choice of one suppletive allomorph (of the VM) over
the other, (21), is sometimes optimizing

⋄ All labial-initial roots belong to the special class

⋄ But, there are also a number of non-labial-initial roots
in this class, e.g., (14)

– The fact that the past tense morpheme il is an infix can
be seen as sometimes optimizing

⋄ In C-initial stems, avoids an onsetless syllable; but in
V-initial stems, causes vowel hiatus

⋄ Note that there are vowel-initial and consonant-final
prefixes (e.g., the causative)

• On timing of processes:

– Suppletive allomorphy of the VM (m(@)-/o-) persists

across the linearly-intervening infix, (13)/(14).

⋄ Exponent choice in the stem precedes infixation.5

– Phonological processes only see the infix in its infixed po-
sition; infixation precedes surface phonology.

⋄ (13): Infixation bleeds @-insertion in the stem

⋄ (14): Infixation feeds vowel assimilation and reduc-
tion (/o/ + /i/ = [u])

Case studies that confirm these general findings:

• Turoyo (Kalin 2018): Featurally- and phonologically-conditioned
suppletive allomorphy in the stem persists across an infix.

– But surface phonology in the stem is fed/bled by the infix.

• ChiBemba (Hyman 1994, Orgun 1996): Morphophonological
allomorphy in the stem of infixation persists across an infix.

5It’s possible that the allomorphy in (11) is better characterized as mor-
phophonological. In this case, the finding would be that morphophonology in
the stem precedes infixation, which is consistent with findings from Chibemba.
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3 Empirical patterns across the sample

The sample (see Appendix for the complete list of languages):

• 29 cases of infixation interacting with allomorphy, each from a
different language

• 13 different language families

• Geographically diverse

While the sample size is small, striking generalizations emerge from
my survey, which I formulate as five (tentative) universals below.

3.1 Allomorphy of infixes

Universal 1: When a morpheme has multiple allomorphs, at least
one of which is infixal, all the allomorphs orient with respect to the
same edge of the stem.6,7

• If there’s a left-edge infix, then other allomorphs are prefixes
or left-edge-oriented infixes.

• If there’s a right-edge infix, then other allomorphs are suffixes
or right-edge-oriented infixes.

⇒ Edge-orientation is a property of (holds over) a morpheme, not
its individual allomorphs.

Universal 2: Infixes never supplete based on their surface (infixed)
environment.

• Robust triggers of suppletion of infixes:

– Lexical class (e.g., Bole pluractional, Leti nominalizer)

– Phonological properties of the whole stem (e.g., Upriver
Halkomelem verbal plural, Nancowry instrumental)

6Note that this is only clearly testable for edge-oriented, and not for
prominence/stress-oriented, infixes.

7This likely can be more generally stated: When a morpheme has multi-
ple allomorphs, all the allomorphs orient with respect to the same edge of the
stem. (Thank you to Philipp Weisser for this observation.) This version of the
universal, however, has at least apparent counterexamples.

– Phonology at the stem edge that the morpheme is ori-
ented towards (e.g., Bahnar nominalizer §1.3, Hunzib ver-
bal plural §2.1, Puyuma Actor Voice) ⋆ ⋆ ⋆

⇒ Suppletive allomorphy cannot “see” an infix in its infixed posi-
tion, but can “see” the properties of the relevant edge.

Universal 3: Infixes undergo morphophonological and surface al-
lomorphy exclusively in their surface (infixed) environment.

• The stem edge (apart from adjacent segments) does not play a
role in allomorphy that is non-suppletive.

⇒ Unlike for suppletive allomorphy, morphophonology and
phonology only “see” the infix in its infixed position.

3.2 Allomorphy around infixes

Universal 4: Suppletive and morphophonological allomorphy in
the stem of infixation is unaffected by the infix.

• If a stem would contain suppletive or morphophonological al-
lomorphy without an infix, then it still does with the infix.

⇒ Opacity: Infixation counterfeeds/counterbleeds suppletion and
morphophonology in a stem.

Universal 5: Surface allomorphy (surface phonology) within the
stem of infixation is affected by the infix.8

• When phonological processes apply, they take into account not
the form of the stem prior to infixation, but rather the whole
form including the infix.

⇒ No opacity: Infixation feeds/bleeds surface phonology.

8I have come across a few apparent counterexamples to this outside my cur-
rent sample, e.g., nasal harmony in Sundanese (Wolf 2008:421). However, I’m
not (yet) convinced these are deep counterexamples. There are two possible
explanations for such counterexamples: (i) there is a phase/domain boundary
between the stem and the infix, such that a full cycle of phonology has already
run; (ii) the process identified as surface phonology is actually morphophonology
(i.e., not fully general). I leave these cases for further research.
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4 Theoretical implications

4.1 Derivational timing

Universal 1: When a morpheme has multiple allomorphs, at least
one of which is infixal, all the allomorphs orient with respect to the
same edge of the stem.

⇒ Implication: Linearization of an affix (as preceding or following
the stem it combines with) precedes both exponent choice and
infixation of an infixal exponent.

= linearization > exponent choice & infixation

Universal 2: Infixes never supplete based on their surface (infixed)
environment.

⇒ Implication: Exponent choice precedes infixation of an infixal
exponent.

= exponent choice > infixation

Universal 3: Infixes undergo morphophonological and surface al-
lomorphy exclusively in their surface (infixed) environment.

⇒ Implication: Infixation precedes morphophonological and sur-
face allomorphy of the infix.

= infixation > (morpho)phonology

Universal 4: Suppletive and morphophonological allomorphy in
the stem of infixation is unaffected by the infix.

⇒ Implication: Stems undergo a cycle of suppletion and mor-
phophonology prior to the addition of an infix.

= stem suppletion/morphophono > infixation

Universal 5: Surface allomorphy (surface phonology) within the
stem of infixation is affected by the infix.

⇒ Implication: Stems do not (at least necessarily) undergo surface
phonology prior to the addition of an infix.

= infixation > stem surface phonology

4.2 Putting it all together

(15) Derivational ordering:

a. Build the abstract (morpho)syntactic structure

b. Go to the most embedded unexponed morpheme, and
apply a cycle of morphology and morphophonology:

(i) Linear concatenation (nb. could be earlier)9

(ii) Exponent choice (suppletive allomorphy)

(iii) Linear displacement (if it’s an infixal exponent)

(iv) Morphophonology (mp allomorphy)

c. Repeat the cycle above for all morphemes in domain

d. Surface phonology (surface allomorphy)

4.2.1 Example: Hunzib

Recall from §2.1:

(16) Suppletive allomorphs of the verbal plural marker

a. -báa / aa (suffixal on aa-final stems)

b. -(y/w)ά- / elsewhere (linearizes before final C)

• The infix has various morphophonological alternants that de-
pend on the vowel that the infix lands after.

• In the verbal plural, stem-final [o, u, @] neutralize to [e].

Derivation:

(17) a. k’o<wά>k’e ‘be ill (pl)’

b.
v

pl

V√
be.ill

9The data are compatible with this preliminary step of linearization being a
by-product of the (morpho)syntactic structure, e.g., via the LCA (Kayne 1994),
or being a property of individual morphemes (i.e., whether they precede or follow
their complement/stem). What the data at hand clearly show is just that this
step of linearization is early, prior to exponent choice, infixation, etc.
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(18) a. Linear concatenation of
√

be.ill:
√

be.ill

b. Exponent choice: k’ok’o
c. Linear displacement: - - -
d. Morphophonological processes: - - -
→ Output: k’ok’o

(19) a. Linear concatenation of pl: k’ok’o-pl

b. Exponent choice: k’ok’o-ά
c. Linear displacement: k’o<ά>k’o
d. Morphophonological processes: k’o<wά>k’o
→ Output: k’owάk’o

(20) Surface phonology: k’owάk’e

4.2.2 Example: Palauan

Recall from §2.2:

(21) Suppletive allomorphs of the verb marker

a. o- / {look for, ask, begin, count, ...}

b. m- / elsewhere

• Past tense is marked by the infix -il-, which linearizes after the
first segment.

Derivation:

(22) a. u-<l>siik ‘looked for’

b.

T
past v

vm

V√
look.for

(23) a. Linear concatenation of
√

look.for:
√

look.for

b. Exponent choice: siik
c. Linear displacement: - - -
d. Morphophonological processes: - - -
→ Output: siik

(24) a. Linear concatenation of vm: vm-siik
b. Exponent choice: o-siik
c. Linear displacement: - - -
d. Morphophonological processes: - - -
→ Output: osiik

(25) a. Linear concatenation of past: past-osiik
b. Exponent choice: il-osiik
c. Linear displacement: o<il>siik
d. Morphophonological processes: - - -
→ Output: oilsiik

(26) Surface phonology: ulsiik

4.3 Taking stock

What’s universal/invariable in this model?

• The model is...

– Serial (derivationally ordered)

– Realizational (exponents are chosen “late”)

– Cyclic (derivations proceed from the most embedded mor-
pheme outwards, and run in cycles)

• Morphology precedes phonology within each (sub-)cycle

– First are operations that are phonology-free (structure-
building, linearization of abstract morphemes)

– Next is the morphological operation that inserts phono-
logical forms (exponent choice)

– Next, operations that perform phonological manipulations
on morphological pieces (infixation, morphophonology)

– Finally, each phase/domain culminates in the application
of surface phonology

⇒ Can be seen as a logical transition from purely abstract
to purely phonological; every step takes place as soon as
it logically can—intrinsic ordering
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What’s variable in this model?

• Morpheme/exponent-specific variation:

– A given abstract morpheme may or may not have multiple
exponents (and if it does, these exponents may be condi-
tioned by phonology, morphosyntax, or lexical class).

– A given exponent may or may not be infixal.

• Language-wide variation:

– The location/activity of phase/domain boundaries

– The mechanism(s) at play in complex word formation (or
the lack of complex word formation)

– The general phonology and phonotactics of a language

A final note: Findings on optimization

• The choice of one suppletive exponent over another typically
does not seem to have a phonotactic/phonological motivation
(e.g., Bahnar, Hunzib, Palauan).

– But, there are optimizing cases (e.g., Nakanai, Tiene)10

– This is consistent with larger-scale findings on suppletive
allomorphy (Paster 2006, i.a.).

nb. In the model I’ve proposed, this falls out from the timing
of exponent choice (it is always prior to phonology).

• Whether a particular exponent is infixal or non-infixal (and,
if infixal, its surface position) often seems to have a phonotac-
tic/phonological motivation (e.g., Bahnar, Huave).

– But, there are non-optimizing cases (e.g., Hunzib, Leti,
Palauan).

– This is consistent with larger-scale findings on infixation
(Yu 2007, i.a.).

nb. The model I’ve proposed, as it stands, cannot accommo-
date phonological optimization determining infix place-
ment in any straightforward way.

10I’d like to thank Donca Steriade for a very helpful discussion of Nakanai.

4.4 Theories of morpho(phono)logy

Morpho(phono)logical approaches to allomorphy and infixation can
be differentiated along the following two dimensions:

(i) Is morphology (in particular, exponent choice/suppletive allo-
morphy) evaluated alongside phonology? (M W/P)

Or does morphology precede phonology? (M BEF.P)

(ii) Does an infix linearly concatenate with the stem it combines
with (i.e., as following or preceding the stem) before taking its
surface (infixed) position inside the stem? (LIN)

Or does an infix slot directly into its infixed position without
a preliminary step of linear concatenation? (NO LIN)

NO LIN LIN

M W/P
McCarthy and Prince 1993a

Hyman and Inkelas 1997 Horwood 2002
Wolf 2008, Samuels 2009

M BEF.P Yu 2007 (mostly)
Embick 2010

Bye and Svenonius 2012

Navigating this theoretical landscape:

• Is there linear concatenation prior to infixation?

– YES (Universals 1 and 2)

• Is exponent choice before/separate from (morpho)phonology?

– YES (Universals 2 through 5)

⇒ Compatible sorts of accounts:

– Those that fit in the bottom-right quadrant, e.g. Embick
2010, Bye and Svenonius 2012 (Distributed Morphology)

– Those that allow a language (or perhaps even a specific
morpheme/exponent) to appear in any of the quadrants

→ But, such accounts fail to predict the constrained na-
ture of the data—they predict unattested patterns.
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5 Summing up and looking ahead

We are now in a position to answer a few general theoretical ques-
tions, that bear on all theories of morphology:

1. Is infixation a property of abstract morphemes or of exponents?

→ Empirical finding: Infixal status/location varies with the
exponents (suppletive allomorphs) of a morpheme

⇒ Implication: Infixation is a property of exponents.

2. Are infixes, at some level, formally prefixes/suffixes (linearly
concatenated), or are they infixes through and through?

→ Empirical findings:

⋄ Infixal and non-infixal exponents always orient w.r.t.
the same edge of the stem

⋄ Exponent choice is regulated at the stem edge, not in
the landing site of the infix

⇒ Implication: Infixes are linearly concatenated with their
stem prior to undergoing linear displacement/infixation.

3. Are suppletive allomorphy, morphophonological allomorphy,
and surface allomorphy actually all distinct from each other?

→ Empirical findings:

⋄ Suppletive allomorphy of an infix is calculated in its
non-infixed position, while morphophonological and
surface allomorphy are calculated in infixed position.

⋄ Within the stem an infix combines with, suppletive
and morphophonological allomorphy ignore the infix,
while surface allomorphy/phonology does not.

⇒ Implication: All three types of allomorphy are separate.

Zooming out: The fact that allomorphy and infixation interact
crosslinguistically in a consistent set of ways is a non-trivial result,
supporting a cyclic, serial, realizational morphological grammar.

• This data is very naturally accommodated within a general
architecture like that assumed by Distributed Morphology
(Halle and Marantz 1993, 1994), providing strong novel support
for this type of theory of morphology.

• Notably, this data is not compatible with theories that take
infixation to be “direct”, that make morphological choices in
the phonology, or that collapse all types of allomorphy.

• Similar conclusions have been reached by recent investigations
of root-and-template morphology (see, e.g., Kastner 2019).

There’s a lot still do to...

• Morphophonology: Is this just domain-specific phonology?

• Each individual empirical case needs careful investigation!

– Suppletive allomorphy vs. non-suppletive allomorphy

– Morphophonology vs. (general) phonology

• Collecting more case studies, from a wider variety of language
families, and with a wider variety of empirical profiles, e.g.:

– Infixes that are reduplicants

– Exponents that are sometimes infixes, sometimes not

– Multiple exponence of an infix + one of its allomorphs
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Appendix: The sample

• Archi (Northeast Caucasian; Dagestan, Russia)

– Abstract morpheme: Class-number marker

– Sources: Kibrik 1994, 1998, Yu 2007

• Alabama (Muskogean; USA)

– Abstract morpheme: Mediopassive

– Sources: Martin and Munro 2005, Yu 2007

• Bahnar (Austroasiatic; Vietnam)

– Abstract morpheme: Nominalizer

– Sources: Banker 1964, Banker et al. 1979

• Bole (Afro-Asiatic; Chad)

– Abstract morpheme: Pluractional

– Sources: Gimba 2000, Schuh 2002

• Budukh (Northeast Caucasian; Azerbaijan)

– Abstract morpheme: Durative

– Sources: Alekseev 1994, Yu 2007

• Bunun (Austronesian; Taiwan)

– Abstract morpheme: Completed action

– Sources: Yu 2007

• Chibemba (Bantu, Niger-Congo; mainly Zambia)

– Abstract morpheme: Applicative

– Sources: Hyman 1994, Orgun 1996

• Chickasaw (Muskogean; USA)

– Abstract morpheme: Mediopassive

– Sources: Munro and Willmond 1994, Yu 2007

• Choctaw (Muskogean; USA)

– Abstract morpheme: Instantaneous

– Sources: Lombardi and McCarthy 1991

• Huave (isolate; Mexico)

– Abstract morpheme: Passive

– Sources: Stairs and Hollenbach 1969, Kim 2008

• Hunzib (Northeast Caucasian; Dagestan)

– Abstract morpheme: Verbal plural

– Sources: van den Berg 1995

• Kashaya Pomo (Pomoan; USA)

– Abstract morpheme: Verbal plural

– Sources: Buckley 1997

• Katu (Austroasiatic; Vietnam)

– Abstract morpheme: Nominalizer

– Sources: Yu 2017

• Kichaga (Bantu, Niger-Congo; Tanzania)

– Abstract morpheme: Intensive

– Sources: Yu 2007, who cites Inkelas p.c.
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• Kimatuumbi (Bantu, Niger-Congo; Tanzania)

– Abstract morpheme: Perfective

– Sources: Odden 1996, Paster 2006

• Koasati (Muskogean; USA)

– Abstract morpheme: Verbal plural

– Sources: Kimball 1991, Yu 2007

• Leti (Austronesian; Indonesia)

– Abstract morpheme: Nominalizer

– Sources: Blevins 1999

• Nakanai (Austronesian; Papua New Guinea)

– Abstract morpheme: Nominalizer

– Sources: Johnston 1980, Yu 2007

• Nancowry (Austroasiatic; India)

– Abstract morpheme: Instrumental

– Sources: Radhakrishnan 1981, Paster 2006

• Mlabri (Austroasiatic; Thailand, Laos)

– Abstract morpheme: Nominalizer

– Sources: Rischel 1995

• Palauan (Austronesian; Palau)

– Abstract morpheme: Past tense

– Sources: Josephs 1975, Embick 2010

• Puyuma (Austronesian; Taiwan)

– Abstract morpheme: Actor Voice

– Sources: Teng 2008

• Tiene (Bantu, Niger-Congo; Democratic Republic of Congo)

– Abstract morphemes: Stative; reversive

– Sources: Hyman and Inkelas 1997, Yu 2017

• Toba Batak (Austronesian; Indonesia)

– Abstract morpheme: Passive completive

– Sources: Halle 2001

• Turoyo (Neo-Aramaic, Semitic; Turkey, Syria)

– Abstract morpheme: Past tense

– Sources: Jastrow 1993, Kalin 2018

• Toratan (Austronesian; Indonesia)

– Abstract morpheme: Non-past agent voice

– Sources: Himmelmann and Wolff 1999

• Ulwa (Misumalpan; Nicaragua)

– Abstract morpheme: Construct state

– Sources: Green 1999, Yu 2007

• Upriver Halkomelem (Coast Salish; Canada)

– Abstract morpheme: Verbal plural

– Sources: Galloway 1993, Yu 2007

• Yuma (Yuman; USA)

– Abstract morpheme: Distributive object marker

– Sources: Halpern 1947, Yu 2003
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